Broken Hat by Barry Lank. $6.99.

Little Threats by Suzanne Allen. $7.

Comedian and journalist Barry
Lank has w r itten a su btle
whodunit post-western novella
with a twist of deadpan humor and
a touch of Cain and Abel. 64 pages.
Buy now.

“In these poems,
Suzanne Allen im bues gr ief
with a kind of magic, loss with a
kind of shadow music all its
own. So that we’re glad to have
been broken, too, because we’ve
also been transformed.”
~ Cecilia Woloch; Buy now.

Concrete’s Song
by Lloyd David Aquino. $7.
“For all those who ought to have
poetry written about them.” A
collection of fourteen lovely and
loving (and lovingly crafted)
sonnets from Lloyd David Aquino. In these po em s, the po et highlights family, neighborhood,
music,
and
more.
Buy now.

If your body is a broken landscape
by Kathryn McMurray. $7.
Ophelia, Wonder Woman, and Frida Kahlo, the new mother, the formidable grandmother, and more.
To say these poems are feminist is
an understatement; these poems are the female gaze, a way of
seeing that emerges after stripping
away the man-made system of values that has been instilled in all of
us since early childhood. Buy now.

Carnival Poetry Anthology. $7.
Featuring work by Kareem Tayyar, Kevin Ridgeway, Alexis
Rhone Fancher, Sarah Thursday, and more. Selected poems
over 5 years. Buy now.

One Way
by Mohammed Sumili. $6.99.
A collection of short stories. In
the first two stories – “Suspect”
and “Dance With Me” – we witness Sumili’s protagonist studying abroad in Britain. In the latter three stories, which include
“One Way,” we are with him in
Saudi Arabia where we watch
him grapple with the changes at
home and the changes within
himself. 62 pages. Buy now.

V: An Anthology of Poetry. $9.99

Alinea by Betsy Mars. $7.

Velvet, vixen, villain, vinyl, veil…
This powerful anthology contains
poems that primarily explore naming, love, #metoo, wordplay, and
nostalgia. Buy now.

In Latin, ‘alinea’ means to begin
anew – a paragraph, a line, a
thought. In this body of poems,
a woman must begin anew after
much loss. She sits. She remembers. She ruminates on words
and names. In all things, she
sings, and her Alinea is an intimate melody. Buy now.

Between the Spine
by Adrian Ernesto Cepeda. $7.
“Cepeda is bo th tender and
observant, often allowing the
speaker to write of vulnerability
and love, and having a person to
love, and the fragility and stability of that. We take love for
granted, but what happens in
those silent, unspoken moments
where our bodies crave another?
How do we honor something so
beautiful and out of our control?” ~ Joanna C. Valente;
Buy now.

Girl On The Highway
by Wendy Rainey. $7.

Suddenly, All Hell Broke Loose!!!
by Brian Harman. $7.

Witness: Selected Poems
by George Hammons. $7.

“The girl has seen every kinda
thing but she’s not broken. She
will give you a chance, but don’t
cross her. This is the protagonist I
pictured when I read Wendy
Rainey’s extraordinary new chapbook, Girl On The Highway. The
poems will break your heart, then
educate and inspire you. She will
enchant you, too. Buy this book.”
~ Suzanne O’Connell; Buy now.

“SUDDENLY,
ALL
HELL
BROKE LOOSE!!! is the perfect
gift for lit nerds who love the
OED and the Urban Dictionary
with equal sweaty fervor. SUDDENLY, ALL HELL BROKE
LOOSE!!! is tender to word and
flesh, every page is delicious.”
~ Donna Hilbert; Buy now.

“George Hammons’ collection Witness meditates on the
body—its connections to others
both human and of the natural
world—and our own and others’
perceptions of the body, most
specifically the black body. Every reader will find something
movingly recognizable in these
poems. Be sure that you are one
of them.” ~ Lynne Thompson;
Buy now.

